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We report on the efficient generation of single photons, making use of spontaneous Raman scat-
tering in a single trapped ion. The photons are collected through in-vacuum high-NA objectives.
Photon frequency, polarization and temporal shape are controlled through appropriate laser param-
eters, allowing for photons in a pure quantum state.
PACS numbers: 42.50.Ct, 42.50.Dv, 42.50.Ar, 37.10.Ty
Quantum networks allow for quantum communication
between distant locations (nodes) where local quantum
information processing is carried out. The key ingredi-
ent for this kind of network architecture is to establish
entanglement between network nodes [1]. Its scalability
is facilitated by employing quantum repeaters [2, 3].
Different platforms are pursued for implementing
quantum networks, and various schemes exist to generate
entanglement between their nodes. In the field of trapped
single atoms and ions as nodes [4], one approach is to use
pairs of entangled photons, split them up and have them
absorbed by two separate atoms, thus transferring the
photonic entanglement onto the atoms [5]. Alternatively,
each atom is first entangled with a single photon through
an emission process [6–8]. The photons are then brought
to interference on a beam splitter, and a measurement
is performed that projects the atoms into an entangled
state [9–11]. A hybrid version of these two approaches
is to have one atom emit a single photon (with which
it is entangled) that is absorbed by the other, thereby
establishing entanglement between the atoms [12]. All
these schemes are probabilistic, but if there is a suitable
process heralding the successful creation of entanglement,
subsequent information processing operations can be per-
formed deterministically.
For these schemes to succeed in practice, a high rate of
generated and collected single photons in a well-defined
quantum state is necessary. Two main ways of achieving
this have emerged so far. One is the use of optical cav-
ities strongly coupled to the atomic systems and to op-
tical fibers (operating as quantum channels) [8, 13–16];
this allows for efficient exchange of light between atoms
and fibers. Alternatively, a free-space approach employ-
ing high-NA objectives is pursued [17–20], trading better
fiber coupling for higher rates.
In previous experiments, we implemented building
blocks of some of these schemes. Pairs of entangled pho-
tons from spontaneous parametric down-conversion were
split up and one of the photons of a pair was absorbed
by a single ion [21, 22]. Temporal, frequency and polar-
ization correlations between the absorption process and
the partner photon showed that this is a promising ap-
proach to create entanglement between remote quantum
systems. We also demonstrated the generation of sin-
gle photons tunable in bandwidth and temporal shape
[23]. The individual and mutual coherence properties of
photons emitted by single ions in two spatially separated
traps was investigated through two-photon interference.
However, the generated photons were in a mixed fre-
quency state. Here we report on the efficient generation
of single photons in a pure state of both polarization and
frequency without the need for optical filtering elements.
Moreover, we achieved an increased rate of fiber-coupled
photons as well as higher tunability of the photon wave
packets compared to our previous work.
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FIG. 1. Experimental setup. HALO: high-NA laser objec-
tive, PMT: photomultiplier tube, QWP: quarter-wave plate,
PBS: polarizing beam splitter, ~B: magnetic-field direction.
The ion is trapped between the HALOs.
Our experimental setup is sketched in fig. 1. Sin-
gle 40Ca+ ions are trapped in a linear radio-frequency
(Paul) trap and Doppler cooled by frequency-stabilized
diode lasers at 397 nm and 866 nm wavelength [24]. Ad-
ditional laser beams at 850 nm and 854 nm are used
for state preparation and single-photon triggering. This
is facilitated by a magnetic field, also defining a quan-
tization axis. The ion is positioned between two high-
NA laser objectives (HALOs, NA = 0.4) for fluorescence
collection and laser focusing, each covering ∼ 4.2% of
the total solid angle [25]. Blue fluorescence light (either
at 397 nm or 393 nm) is coupled to optical fibers and
detected by photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) with ∼ 28%
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2quantum efficiency. Their output pulses are time-tagged
and stored for later processing. Wave plates are used to
adjust the polarizations of the laser beams and to analyze
the polarization of the fluorescence.
The experimental sequence is outlined in fig. 2. First,
the ion is Doppler cooled by the 397 nm and 866 nm
lasers for 600 ns. Then the 850 nm laser is switched on
for 2 µs, transferring the ion to the long-lived D5/2 state.
Here we make use of a three-photon resonance excited by
the three lasers, coupling the S1/2 ground state directly
to the P3/2 excited state, i.e. with minimized population
of the P1/2 and D3/2 level. This brings the rate with
which population is transferred to the D5/2 state close
to the limit set by the lifetime and branching ratio of
the P3/2 state. Subsequently, the 854 nm trigger laser
is switched on for a variable time (800 ns – 35 µs) while
all other lasers are off, driving the D5/2–P3/2 transition
and releasing a single Raman-scattered photon at 393 nm
wavelength.
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FIG. 2. 40Ca+ level scheme including Zeeman sub-states
and sequence of laser pulses for cooling, state preparation
and photon generation.
For several values of 854 nm laser power, a histogram
of arrival times of the single 393 nm photons is displayed
in fig. 3(a), reflecting control of the temporal shape of
the photonic wave packet. The higher the laser power,
the faster the D5/2 state is depopulated and hence the
shorter is the wave packet. The inset shows a lifetime-
limited photon of ∼ 14 ns length, twice as long as the
decay time of the P3/2 excited state. As the 854 nm
laser beam is focused onto the ion through one of the
HALOs, an optical power of 3.1 µW is sufficient. On the
other hand, the longest photon created has a duration of
1.03 µs at 13 nW power of 854 nm.
To assess the single-photon character of the scattered
light, we measure the second-order time correlation (g(2))
function (fig. 3(b)). 393 nm light is collected from
both HALOs and detected with individual PMTs. This
is equivalent to a Hanbury-Brown-Twiss setup, where
the ion itself plays the role of the beam splitter [26].
The detected photon arrival times on the two PMTs
are then correlated. For a perfect single-photon source,
we do not expect any coincidences at zero time delay.
From the measured residual counts we deduce a multi-
photon to single-photon ratio for light emitted by the
ion of 1.34(63)%, corrected for accidental coincidences
caused by stray light and detector dark counts. This
small amount of multi-photon events is attributed to the
acousto-optic modulators switching the lasers in the state
preparation phase. If a single photon is emitted while
these lasers are not yet fully switched off, a non-zero
probability to re-excite the ion to the P3/2 state arises,
sometimes resulting in a second photon.
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FIG. 3. (a) Arrival time distribution of 393 nm photons.
From the shortest to the longest wave packet, the 854 nm
laser intensity is 520 W
cm2
, 67 W
cm2
, 17 W
cm2
and 0.89 W
cm2
, respec-
tively. Inset: For higher laser powers, Rabi oscillations be-
come visible. (b) Second-order time correlation (g(2)) func-
tion of the detected single photons (bin size: 40 ns, measuring
time: 6 min). The repetition rate for single-photon generation
is 206 kHz.
The highest repetition rate in these experiments is
230 kHz, given by optimizing the state preparation time
for the highest rate of generated photons. Together
3with a total detection efficiency of 1.18% from both
HALOs (including the PMT quantum efficiencies and us-
ing multi-mode optical fibers), we obtain a rate of fiber-
coupled single photons of 5.46 kHz (1.53 kHz detected).
For the highest coupling efficiency we could achieve into
single-mode fibers, we find a rate of 1.44 kHz (400 Hz
detected). The value for the single-mode detection rate
compares well with results from cavity (350 Hz [13]) and
free-space (1.14 kHz [27]) experiments.
In the results shown so far, the ion was prepared in
a statistical mixture of all six Zeeman states of the D5/2
manifold. Repumping back to the S1/2 ground state then
happens through a multitude of Raman transitions, re-
sulting in a single photon in a mixed polarization and
frequency state. In schemes involving two-photon inter-
ference [23], this limits the indistinguishability of the two
photons. Therefore we implemented an optical pump-
ing scheme that populates only one specific D5/2 Zeeman
sub-level. This is achieved by using an additional 854 nm
pump beam during state preparation, entering the trap at
45◦ with respect to the quantization axis. Its polarization
is chosen such that only pi and σ+ transitions are driven,
effectively pumping all population to the
∣∣D5/2,m = +52〉
state. After preparation of this pure state, the 854 nm
trigger laser is turned on to drive a Raman transition via
the
∣∣P3/2,m = +32〉 state to the ∣∣S1/2,m = +12〉 ground
state, thereby generating a single 393 nm photon in a
pure polarization (|σ+〉) and frequency state. By adjust-
ing the laser polarizations appropriately, we are also able
to generate single photons in the |σ−〉 polarization state.
To verify the preparation of a single D5/2 Zeeman sub-
level, we change the polarization of the trigger laser by
rotating the quarter-wave plate in front of the HALO
through which the light is focused onto the ion. As
the HALO optical axis is also the quantization axis, we
smoothly change between driving σ+ and σ− transitions
(and superpositions of the two) in the ion. Fig. 4(a)
shows the rate at which the D5/2 state is depopulated
during the photon generation phase as a function of the
quarter-wave-plate angle. The clear sinusoidal behavior
with a visibility compatible with unity confirms that only
one specific σ transition can be driven. This would still
be the case if the ion were in one of the two outer Zee-
man states of D5/2,
∣∣m = +52〉 or ∣∣m = +32〉. However,
considering also the geometry of the pump beam from
45◦ during the state preparation, we conclude that only
one specific D5/2 Zeeman state (
∣∣m = +52〉) is populated.
In order to analyze the polarization of the emitted sin-
gle photons, we place a 393 nm quarter-wave plate be-
hind one of the HALOs, followed by a polarizing beam-
splitter cube and a PMT. The numbers of photon de-
tection events for different wave-plate angles are shown
in fig. 4(b). The two data sets correspond to the two
possible
∣∣D5/2,m = ± 52〉 states that we prepare. A mean
visibility of V = 90.5(6)% indicates an almost pure circu-
lar photon polarization, emitted through the transitions
∣∣D5/2,m = ± 52〉 → ∣∣P3/2,m = ± 32〉 → ∣∣S1/2,m = ± 12〉,
respectively. The non-unity visibility is caused by the
non-perfect 393 nm quarter-wave plate. The pure |σ〉
polarization is corroborated by an increase of the total
detection efficiency from 1.18% to 1.55%, as light from
σ transitions is preferentially emitted along the quanti-
zation axis (which coincides with the optical axis). Thus
we have verified that we generated single photons in a
pure polarization and frequency state.
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FIG. 4. (a) Depopulation rate (inverse photon duration) of
the D5/2 state as a function of the 854 nm quarter-wave-plate
angle for non-saturating 854 nm laser power during the pho-
ton generation phase. (b) Number of photon detection events
as a function of the 393 nm quarter-wave-plate angle for two
different D5/2 Zeeman states (
∣∣m = ± 5
2
〉
). Error bars are
smaller than the size of symbols.
In conclusion, we generated single photons at a high
rate with a very small multi-photon contribution. The
temporal shape of the photonic wave packet was tuned
over 2 orders of magnitude by appropriate laser param-
eters. Importantly, in the context of quantum networks,
the ion was made to emit photons of single frequency and
polarization. For the future, we aim at realizing a quan-
tum memory [28] that stores the polarization of a photon
absorbed on the 854 nm transition in the S1/2 Zeeman
sub-states. One possible scheme is to first prepare the ion
4in a coherent superposition of the two
∣∣D5/2,m = ± 52〉
states. The absorption of an 854 nm photon will then
transfer the photonic state into the ion’s ground state.
The absorption is heralded by the detection of the emit-
ted 393 nm photon after projecting it onto a linear po-
larization basis. As shown, this heralding process is suc-
cessful with up to 1.55% probability.
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